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ASIA

Redefined

LUXE by EXO is laser-focused on the singular task
of redefining the possibilities of luxury travel in Asia.
For millennia, Asia has allured travellers as an exotic and inspiring
travel destination. Boasting timeless cultures, renowned hospitality,
world-class amenities and breathtaking locales, it is ideally suited
for luxury travel.
Backed by over 20 years of experience in Asia, LUXE by EXO
was created for the sole purpose of bringing refined, specialised
travel encounters to life. Understanding the attention to detail and
commitment required by luxury travel, we’ve tailored an expert global
team to service this niche.
Driven by our destination experts, LUXE by EXO is focused on
providing inimitable travel experiences to specialist clientele. Our
meticulously crafted, fully-customisable LUXE programs are defined
by exclusivity and authenticity, exhibiting an Asia that is both classic
and sophisticated. Whether looking for an opulent, privatised retreat
or a hands-on, community-based experience, we have the tools,
capabilities, knowledge and imagination to bring it to life.
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Nine destinations, nine entirely unique experiences. Discover
the joys, charms and subtle intricacies of each country with
experiences that are both luxurious and inspiring.
Among Asia’s many wonders is its sheer diversity. From rich
cultures, customs and cuisines to its melange of land and seascapes,
each corner of the continent has something spectacular to offer.
With Asia as our home for over 20 years, we are able to utilise our
comprehensive regional knowledge to create experiences that
exceed traditional concepts of travel.
For those in search of ancient history and timeless traditions, Asia
has some of the world’s most fascinating cultures to explore. Active
travellers will find the region’s wide variety of landscapes perfect
for adventures, while paradisal getaways await those seeking some
well-deserved rest and relaxation. Our LUXE specialists work night
and day to ensure each and every element of a trip suits all client
specifications and exceeds their expectations.
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TRAVEL

Your Way

From VIP transfers and security escorts to fast-track
immigration clearance and private chartered flights,
LUXE ensures each and every aspect of a client’s travel
needs is catered to.
When it comes to luxury travel in Asia, there is no limit to calling
the shots. Stunning destinations, world-class accommodation
and opulent transportation options- they’re an absolute given.
What LUXE does is put a painstaking focus on the minor details
that really make an experience stand out.

EXCLUSIVELY

Yours

Asia is one of the world’s favourite travel destinations.
LUXE by EXO transforms the best in Asia to perfectly
suit clients’ styles and interests.
The LUXE concept exists to elevate luxury travel in Asia to the
next level. While top star ratings and sumptuous upgrades are
one variable to the equation, we understand the complete
luxury experience far transcends these elements.
Complete personalisation, entirely bespoke itineraries, exclusive
encounters and insider interactions- these are elements that
can only be offered by knowledgeable, authentic destination
experts. LUXE by EXO delivers a seamless, fully-customised travel
experience that is tailor made for each client.

Dining experiences that go well beyond the ordinary, insight
into distinctive cultural niches, touring options that necessitate
insider’s access to exclusive people and places- these are the
elements that enable a guest to experience travel as they wishnot as it appears on a standard itinerary.
LUXE by EXO means using our destination expertise and
on-the-ground knowledge to provide clients the tools and
abilities to travel in whichever way they please.
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EXO

Exclusives

LUXE by EXO is proud to offer clients access to its broad
range of exclusives- unique encounters found nowhere else
in the region. These journeys offer distinct advantages over
standard tours, providing guests with supreme comfort,
indulgent amenities and privileged access to services and
encounters that elevate the experience of travelling in Asia
in every way possible.
While including plenty of highlights that our destinations
are known for, LUXE separates itself from standard touring
not just through the quality of its service, transportation and
accommodation, but by organising special experiences that
cannot easily be arranged and by catering activities to suit the
individual needs and interests of our clients.
Whether it’s meeting with famed experts or celebrities in our
destinations, cooking and dining with renowned chefs or anything
in between, EXO Exclusives are tailormade touches of travel
opulence that can only be arranged through the expert guidance
and support of a company that truly ‘gets’ the needs and desires
of luxury clients.

HAND PICKED

Hotels

When it comes to travel in Asia, experiences are often
defined by the little things. With LUXE by EXO, we are
keenly aware of the role that having a good night’s rest
has in shaping the overall experience of travel.
As such, no effort has been spared in sourcing not only the finest
hotels in Asia, but also in obtaining exclusive access to the most
illustrious rooms and suites available to ensure that guests receive
the utmost comfort, support and care at all times.
Our dedicated teams of luxury specialists have hand-picked
options to suit the needs of even the most discerning of clients to
make sure that guests are given the royal treatment they deserve.
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VIETNAM
Vietnam lends itself well to epics. Snaking sinuously down
from the Chinese border to the Gulf of Thailand, its bounty
of towering peaks, emerald green paddies, seemingly endless
white sand beaches and deep roots in the past offer enough
mystic allure to satiate the thirsts of any traveller.
Whether it’s the stunning islets of Halong Bay, which dot the jade
green waters of the Gulf of Tonkin like a shattered pearl necklace,
or the tranquil waters of the Mekong River which creep through
the country’s southern plains like a giant serpent, Vietnam provides
the ultimate experience for travellers looking for transformative
encounters without compromise.
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VIETNAM IN

STYLE
10 Days / 9 Nights
Ninh Binh / Ha Long Bay / Hanoi / Hue / Danang / Hoi An / Ho Chi
Minh City / Cai Be

Take a stylish getaway from Hanoi to Ho Chi Minh City while
seeing and experiencing all the highlights and hidden gems
in between. Go beyond what guide books say with exclusive
encounters and expert guidance while discovering firsthand
how awash with culture and charm Vietnam really is.
All the while, indulge in the hospitality and peace of mind that
comes along with LUXE by EXO journeys. World-class hotels,
luxurious transportation, above and beyond service and thoughtful
planning combine with the rich landscapes and buzzing culture
of Vietnam to create an Asia holiday like no other.
DAY ONE
DAY TWO

| Arrive In Hanoi
| Hanoi Street Food Tour

DAY THREE | Hanoi - Hoa Lu / Tam Coc
DAY FOUR | Ninh Binh - Halong Bay
DAY FIVE
DAY SIX

| Halong Bay - Hai Phong - Danang - Hoi An
| Hoi An - Hue

DAY SEVEN | Hue
DAY EIGHT | Hue - Ho Chi Minh City
DAY NINE
DAY TEN

| Ho Chi Minh City - Mekong Delta
| Mekong Delta - Ho Chi Minh City - Departure

AMANOI, NINH THUAN

FOUR SEASONS RESORT THE NAM HAI HOI AN

Meaning 'peaceful place', Amanoi is a contemporary beachside resort
with 13 guest Pavilions, 16 Pool Villas, five Residences and two Spa Houses.
Pavilions offer a combined living and sleeping area, and Pool Villas
feature a private pool of up to 36 square metres. The Residences each
consist of four or five-bedroom pavilions, living and dining pavilions, a
large private swimming pool, a personal butler.

Four Seasons Resort The Nam Hai, Hoi An, Vietnam offers an
illuminating connection to three extraordinary UNESCO sites from a
private kilometre-stretch of one of Forbe's best beaches in the world.
Sleek beach and ocean-view villas, many with private pools, showcase
raised platform beds and outdoor showers within 35 acres of palmstrewn gardens. Immerse yourself in centuries of culinary history at
The Nam Hai Cooking Academy; connect to nature's healing vibrations
in The Heart of the Earth Spa; ride the East Sea with exhilarating water
sports; or sample inventive culinary delights at two restaurants and the
effortlessly chilled Beach Bar.

Set by Amanoi's lake, two Spa Houses allow guests to enjoy therapies in
complete seclusion. Each includes a large private pool, a plunge pool and
a Jacuzzi. Overlooking Vinh Hy Bay on Vietnam's dramatic central coast,
the property is embraced by Nui Chua National Park. Magnificent views
unfold from the hilltop infinity pool and the Central Pavilion, which houses
the Restaurant, the Bar and a Library. The Beach Club overlooks a private
sandy beach, lapped by the coral-rich waters of a marine reserve.

FUSION RESORT PHU QUOC

SIX SENSES NINH VAN BAY

Located in a private bay on the pristine shores of one of Vietnam's most
spectacular tropical islands, with breathtaking ocean and river-front
views, Fusion Resort Phu Quoc boasts 97 spacious thatched villas, each
with its own private pool and outdoor lounging area.

Six Senses Ninh Van Bay sits on a dramatic bay with golden sand and
towering mountains. The family friendly resort has 59 pool villas,
several bars and restaurants serving local and international specialties,
complemented by delectable local seafood. It is also an ideal setting for
destination weddings.

For total relaxation and rejuvenation, Fusion's famous all-spa inclusive
concept allows guests to enjoy daily massages, facials, body wraps,
scrubs, beauty treatments and more, at no extra cost. You can also leave
your alarm clock at home - breakfast is available at any time of the day
(or night), and anywhere within the resort, be it at the restaurant, by the
pool, or even in your custom-made designer bathtub.

Six Senses Spa at Ninh Van Bay is a sanctuary for all the senses, with
traditional Vietnamese treatments and Six Senses Yogic wellness journeys
to suit every individual. Guests also enjoy many of the resort's activities
and excursions on water, snorkeling the coral house reef and on land by
joining cultural and wildlife tours.

With mouth-watering dining options available, including a contemporary
beachfront seafood restaurant, Fusion Resort Phu Quoc blends healthy
living, healthy eating, and down-to-earth five-star hospitality with
Fusion's unique brand of understated elegance and luxury.

SOFITEL LEGEND METROPOLE HANOI
A prominent feature in the heart of Hanoi since 1901, the French
colonial style Sofitel Legend Metropole Hanoi, located within the
cultural area just 5 minutes walking to Hoan Kiem Lake, has a long
tradition of hosting playwrights, ambassadors, heads of state and an
ever-growing list of corporate travelers to the city. European luxury
and warm Vietnamese hospitality commingle in the public areas, 364
guestrooms (including Club Metropole, with 24-hour Butler service) and
suites, restaurants and Le Spa du Metropole. The Metropole restaurants
and bars are all famous dining venues, each offering a different exotic
experience: Le Beaulieu has some of the better French fare in this corner
of the world and is well-known for its sumptuous Sunday brunch; Spices
Garden offers the ultimate in Vietnamese gastronomy; Angelina, Italianinspired restaurant and lounge, is the city's premier culinary address
and a stylish venue.

SIX SENSES CON DAO
Six Senses Con Dao is set in a protected national and marine park.
Comprising 50 contemporary private pool villas, it has been recognized
as a top eco lodge by National Geographic Traveler. Several dining options
offer local flavors, seafood and international cuisine.
The Six Senses Spa at Con Dao has the dramatic backdrop of the Lo Voi
Mountains, with classic signature treatments and specialist therapies.
There is a host of activities on hand to entertain all ages. From water and
beach sports to hiking, discovering nature and turtle watching, Con Dao
Island has something special for all interests and ages.
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CAMBODIA
In the simplest terms, Cambodia is defined by legacy, contrast
and courage. Its astounding array of historical offerings
proudly convey the extent of its former glory while beaches,
towns and jungles remain ripe for discovery. Despite a
tumultuous recent past, Khmer people’s resilience and
hospitality make Cambodia a traveller’s paradise.
Few countries in the world lay claim to a more illustrious history
than Cambodia. Home to what was once one of the world’s most
advanced civilisations, the country’s turbulent recent history has
done little to diminish the mysterious allure of this charming and
historic nation.
Beyond the fabled temples of Angkor, an entirely different world
awaits travellers in search of fascinating and exotic discoveries.
From the tranquil little-visited coastline of Cambodia and its
dazzling tropical islands to the placid waters of Tonle Sap Lake
where stilted villages seem frozen in time, visitors to Cambodia
are presented with surprises and pleasantries aplenty.
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ULTIMATE LUXURY IN

CAMBODIA
14 Days / 13 Nights
Siem Reap / Tonle Sap Lake / Phnom Penh / Koh Rong

Experience Cambodia’s sophisticated side. Expert-led cultural
tours are punctuated by exclusive, indulgent experiences that
embrace the country’s rich heritage and showcase its natural
landscapes. Soar over the Angkor temples by helicopter, cruise the
Mekong in style and bask in the sun on a quiet, tropical island.
This opulent Cambodian journey is the perfect opportunity to
experience the finer side of Cambodia’s storied historical wonders
and unique cultural attractions while indulging in levels of comfort
that redefine ‘authentic travel.’
DAY ONE

| Siem Reap Arrival

DAY TWO

| Siem Reap

DAY THREE

DAY SEVEN

| Siem Reap
|
Siem Reap - Tonle Sap
|
Tonle Sap Lake - Prek Toal - Moat Khla
|
| Tonle Sap Lake - Chnok Tru - Kampong Chhnang

DAY EIGHT

| Tonle Sap River - Koh Chen - Koh Oknha Tey

DAY NINE

| Phnom Penh Arrival
|
Phnom Penh
|
Phnom Penh - Song Saa
|
Song Saa
|

DAY FOUR
DAY FIVE
DAY SIX

DAY TEN
DAY ELEVEN
DAY TWELVE
DAY THIRTEEN

DAY FOURTEEN | Song Saa - Phnom Penh - Departure

PHUM BAITANG

ROSEWOOD PHNOM PENH

Phum Baitang, the green village, is a 5- star resort near Siem Reap. Set
within eight acres of lush gardens and paddy fields, it comprises 25
Terrace Villas and 20 Villas with private plunge pools. The wooden stilted
villas are inspired both inside and out by traditional Cambodian design.
Guests can enjoy a light meal and homemade juices at the Pool Bar. Phum
Baitang's two restaurants, one locally-inspired and the other offering
international cuisine, serve delicious meals using fresh organic herbs and
vegetables from the resort's own gardens. At the Cigar & Cocktail Lounge
guests can sip a cocktail while watching the sunset over lush paddy fields.
The Kids Club offers a variety of activities exploring Cambodian culture
and history. A tranquil Spa Temple offers seven treatment rooms, a sauna,
steam room and relaxation area. A yoga pavilion, fully-equipped fitness
room and a 50m infinity pool complete the resort's leisure facilities. A
tranquil Spa Temple offers seven treatment rooms, a sauna, steam room
and relaxation area. A yoga pavilion, fully-equipped fitness room and a
50m infinity pool complete the resort's leisure facilities.

Rosewood Phnom Penh is located on 14 floors in the Vattanac Capital
Tower, with unobstructed views of the city and the fabled Mekong River.
The prominent location of the hotel presents an easy access to explore the
capital's historic sights, including the Royal Palace and National Museum.

AMANSARA
The former guesthouse of King Norodom Sihanouk, Amansara is situated
on the outskirts of Siem Reap, just 10 minutes from the entrance to
Cambodia's Angkor UNESCO World Heritage Site. The resort draws its
name from two Sanskrit-derived words - aman (peace) and apsara (the
heavenly nymphs of ancient Hindu mythology). A garden estate with two
swimming pools and a spa, the 24-suite resort has the ambience of a
gracious private home. A variety of temple tours and cultural walks are
available, and guests can travel to and from the temples in their own
private remork with driver and guide.

The hotel features 175 rooms and suites which are amongst the largest
hotel guestrooms in the city. Dining options include a 120-seat Brasserie
Louis, serving French comfort foods and regional Cambodian favorites;
Living Room, an elegant environment for breakfast and light snacks; Iza,
an Izakaya-style dining space, with noodle corner and robata-yaki grill
accompanied by an extensive sake and shochu; Cuts, a high-energy steak
and seafood place; and Sora, a sky bar and lounge on a cantilevered
terrace offering stunning views. Recreational facilities feature Sense, A
Rosewood Spa with six treatment rooms, a 20-meter indoor lap pool and
a 24-hour fitness center. Meeting facilities include The Pavilion residentialstyle meeting and multi-functional meeting rooms.

AQUA MEKONG - MEKONG RIVER - CAMBODIA &
VIETNAM
Cruising Asia's Mekong River between Vietnam and Cambodia, the 205foot Aqua Mekong is a floating five-star hotel with a guide to guest ratio
of 1:1. The sustainably crafted ship's 20 designer suites - the river's largest
guestrooms - overlook the Mekong through floor-to-ceiling windows. This
is the only ship on this stretch of the river to offer a fully equipped gym,
screening room, outdoor cinema, observation deck, and an upper-deck
pool. Dine on world-class dishes created by top Southeast Asian cuisine
chef, David Thompson, and board the Mekong's only private tenders for
expert-guided shore excursions to serene Buddhist temples or explore
the unique landscape by bicycle and kayak. A full-time paramedic ensures
guest safety on every adventure.
In 2017, Aqua Expeditions launched a series of themed departures to grant
guests up-close insight from-and access to-notable experts such as JeanMichel Cousteau.

SHINTA MANI

SONG SAA PRIVATE ISLAND, SIHANOUKVILLE

Shinta Mani Angkor - Bensley Collection is the newest offering from
renowned international resort designer Bill Bensley. Situated in the
cultural heart of Siem Reap, these 10 private villa compounds with
personal swimming pools will allow guests to experience this lively town
in a whole new level of lush comfort. Under the ancient canopy of Siem
Reap's palace trees, each walled compound will offer its residents total
privacy in their own Bill Bensley garden.

The stunning Song Saa Private Island Resort is a wonderful example of
how nature and tourism can come together in harmony. Located just
off the Cambodia coast and accessible by boat from the port town of
Sihanoukville, this luxury resort offers a series of 27 pool villas including
jungle, ocean and overwater.

The outside is in! Designed to let you feel as if you are living in a tropical
garden, the walls of glass really do let the gardens into the rooms. With 2
separate pavilions, 9-meter private pool, extensive gardens, and a rooftop
"living room" guests will luxuriate in, while frittering the days away in
tropical splendor as the Bensley Butlers make sure everything is "just as
it should be".

The resort spans the islands of Koh Ouen and Koh Bong, which are
connected by a footbridge over a marine reserve established by Song
Saa's Foundation to safeguard the islands' reefs and marine life. And
while the resort was built in a sustainable manner, using mostly natural
upcycled materials, it still also offers a range of luxury facilities including
a spa with outdoor pavilions, beach bar and restaurant, protected rain
forest and bird sanctuary, dive center, motorized watersports, and a
restaurant and lounge with 360-degree ocean views.
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AMAZING

THAILAND
Thailand holds a special place in the hearts of travellers.
Whether it’s beaches, mountains, nature, culture, food
or nightlife, Thailand offers hard-to-beat options at
extraordinary value. With tropical vibes, friendly people and
seamless tourism infrastructure, it’s little wonder why people
visit this kaleidoscopic nation over and over again.
The LUXE by EXO approach to touring in this legendary getaway
destination is simple: see, taste, rest and experience in the very best
ways possible. We will see to it that guests are provided with levels
of service and standards of comfort that will have them wowed and
amazed every step of the way.
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LAVISH LIFESTYLES

THAILAND
11 Days / 10 Nights
Bangkok / Chiang Rai / Golden Triangle (Sop Ruak) /
Chiang Mai / Phuket

With exclusive ‘insider’ tours, elegant hotels and carefully
curated experiences, this is not just any Thailand holiday.
Designed for the discerning traveller, this 11-day journey goes
beyond the ordinary visits and provides a backstage pass to
Thailand’s incredible traditions and natural wonders.
While touching on the highlights and cultural gems that Thailand
is known for, this tour also uncovers a burgeoning sophistication
that’s laced with palpable ‘Thainess’ that imbues everything with
undeniable levity and fun.
DAY ONE

| Bangkok - Arrival

DAY TWO

| Bangkok

DAY THREE

| Bangkok

DAY FOUR

| Bangkok - Chiang Rai - Golden Triangle

DAY FIVE

| Golden Triangle

DAY SIX

| Chiang Rai - Chiang Mai

DAY SEVEN

| Chiang Mai

DAY EIGHT

| Chiang Mai - Phuket

DAY NINE

| Phuket

DAY TEN

| Phuket

DAY ELEVEN | Phuket Departure

ANANTARA GOLDEN TRIANGLE ELEPHANT CAMP &
RESORT
NATURAL ENCOUNTERS WITH GENTLE GIANTS.
Jungle luxury inspires at Anantara Golden Triangle Elephant Camp &
Resort, from authentic adventures to iconic views of three countries and
the Mekong River.

BANYAN TREE SAMUI
Nestled on a jungle-clad hillside that cascades down the private beach,
Banyan Tree Samui is an idyllic island retreat. Overlooking the scenic
Lamai Bay, the resort comprises a series of elevated villas featuring a
spacious infinity pool and outdoor terrace, while the larger Family Ocean
Pool Villa and Presidential Pool Villa offer two bedrooms a series of
elevated villas featuring a spacious dining options comprise international
and Thai cuisine at the resort's three restaurants as well as in-villa dining,
a private in-villa barbecue or a bespoke Destination Dining experience at
the beach or main pool.

All 63 rooms and suites boast breathtaking vistas of Thailand, Myanmar
and Laos. A Three Country View Family Suite connects a room and a suite,
providing options for privacy and quality time together. All-inclusive
luxury offers a daily dose of discovery - from inspirational Elephant
Camp activities, cooking classes that introduce market life, exclusive
spa packages and a culture-packed three country tour, to reliving the
infamous opium trade at a world-class museum.

Leisure facilities include a main pool, kids'pool, fitness centre, yoga centre,
complimentary marine activities,guided snorkelling and nature tours;
The Rainforest, the resort's hydrotherapy wellness facility; as well as
treatments and packages at Banyan Tree Spa Samui.

AMANPURI

THE SIAM

Aman's flagship property, Amanpuri (place of peace) reflects the style and
elegance of Thai culture. Situated on Phuket's west coast on a headland
overlooking the Andaman Sea, the resort's 40 guest Pavilions and 44
Residences are surrounded by lush gardens and coconut palms.

Along the River of Kings... Nestled amongst Bangkok's historical palaces,
temples and museums; a lucky few will happen upon our boutique gem, The
Siam.

A number of elegant dining venues open onto the central swimming pool, from
which a sweeping stone stairway descends to the private white-sand beach and
Beach Club. The first Aman Spa enjoys a hilltop setting with panoramic views.
With a fleet of luxury cruisers, Amanpuri offers the opportunity to explore the
many islands of the Andaman Sea.

The Siam features Bangkok's most spacious suites and is the kingdom's premier
urban resort offering intimat private pool villas with rooftop terraces on 3
acres of verdant frontage along the city side of the Chao Praya River. Designed
by internationally acclaimed architect Bill Bensley, the Art Deco inspired, Thai
antique infused masterpiece will be the kingdom's premier urban resort. Guests
have an array of superlative amenities at their fingertips: restaurants, cooking
school, bar, cafe, spa, gym, yoga terrace, Muay Thai boxing ring, beauty salon,
library/cinema, infinity pool, gift/antiques gallery, conservatory and traditional
Thai houses. For an unforgettably unique experience, relish the exclusivity of
staying in one of the Orient's most distinctive destinations.

X2 CHIANG MAI RIVERSIDE

SONEVA KIRI

X2 Chiang Mai Riverside is the first X2 resort in Thailand's cultural
capital Chiang Mai. A modern luxury resort secluded on the majestic
Ping River, X2 features 30 elegantly designed suites in a 5-story building
resort alongside remarkable restaurants & outlets, luxurious spa
treatments and state of the art fitness center where our exclusive guests
can enjoy every minute.

Nestled on the unspoiled island of Koh Kood, far beyond Thailand's
tourist trail, Soneva Kiri offers unforgettable, authentic Thai experiences.
Hike through lush jungle, relax at the beach, swim in nearby waterfalls
or snorkel in crystal clear waters. Unwind at Six Senses Spa. Savour
candlelit dinners at Benz, arguably the best Thai restaurant in Thailand
or dine in the canopy at Treepod Dining. The subterranean Wine Cellar
features more than 350 labels. Delights await our youngest Soneva
guests, with complimentary ice-cream and chocolate parlours, as well
as the Children's Den shaped like a giant manta-ray hanging high in the
treetops.

The resort offers several zones and private areas from seating beneath
100-year-old tamarind trees inside the hotels courtyard to relaxing
along the serene riverfront.
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LAOS
Laos is Southeast Asia’s best-kept secret. What this landlocked
nation lacks in beaches it more than makes up for in timeless
charm. Its soft-spoken people, colourful hilltribe communities
and vast stretches of waterfall-filled wilderness contribute to
an ‘undiscovered’ quality few destinations can match. Laos
is tranquility incarnate, and the perfect place to visit for a
transformative luxury getaway.
The gentle demeanor and laid-back nature of Laos immediately
sets visitors at ease. Combined with the imaginative itineraries
and unparalleled levels of service that LUXE by EXO provides,
Laos makes for an ideal getaway for travellers seeking a uniquely
memorable experience that is authentic and endearing without
compromising the finer things in life.
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LAOS IN

STYLE
6 Days / 5 Nights
Luang Prabang / Vientiane

Laos exudes a graceful elegance worthy of a luxury
holiday. Experience the charms of this enchanting nation
with private tours in Vientiane and Luang Prabang. Soak
in the tranquillity on a Mekong River cruise, cook with one
of the country’s top chefs and partake in timeless traditions
unique to Laos.
Discover the understated beauty of this wild and undiscovered
nation while enjoying surprising levels of sophistication and
uncompromising service for the ultimate Laos in Style experience.
DAY ONE

| Luang Prabang - Arrival

DAY TWO

| Luang Prabang

DAY THREE | Luang Prabang & Pak Ou
DAY FOUR

| Luang Prabang - Vientiane

DAY FIVE

| Vientiane

DAY SIX

| Vientiane - Departure

AMANTAKA
Amantaka derives its name from aman (`peace') and taka, from Tipitaka,
meaning `the teaching of the Buddha' in Theravada scholastic literature.
Set on a garden estate with a serene swimming pool at its heart, the
24-suite property is housed in graceful French colonial buildings in Laos'
UNESCO-protected town of Luang Prabang.
Airy and elegant throughout, the property lies just south of sacred Mount
Phousi, within strolling distance of the temples, boutiques and bakeries
lining the main street. The fabled night market, picturesque banks of the
Mekong River and former Royal Palace are also nearby.

ROSEWOOD LUANG PRABANG
Rosewood Luang Prabang will open in 2017 as an exclusive, secluded
villa encampment set within a forest and located only 10-minutes' drive
from the city of Luang Prabang, a UNESCO World Heritage Site in Laos.
The resort offers 23 spacious accommodations including 75-squaremeter luxury tented villas that will be a first for Rosewood. While each
accommodation will be unique, elements inspired by Lao tradition
and French colonial style will be woven throughout, from design and
architecture to use of indigenous materials and accents of locally inspired
artwork. The resort will also feature Sense, A Rosewood Spa, the Bridge
Bar overlooking a waterfall and a bistro serving French and Laotian
cuisine.

JW MARRIOT PHU QUOC EMERALD BAY
Be amongst the first to discover the pristine island of Phu Quoc, a hidden
lush paradise off the southern coast of Vietnam and savour an idyllic
island retreat with unique luxury and intuitive service of JW Marriott
Travel back to the bygone era of the early 20th century with Bill Bensley's
whimsical design and exquisite details in all 244 rooms, suites, and villas.
Experience culinary wonder at the resort's five distinctive restaurants
and contemporary bars. The talented chefs source local, fresh produce
and the finest ingredients from the world market, masterfully preparing
authentic flavors with crafted dining experience to satisfy even the most
discerning palate. Meetings are redefined in the impressive 1,100 sqm
meeting space. Whether you are looking to organize a world-class summit
or unforgettable wedding reception, our dedicated event team will ensure
all requests are flawlessly fulfilled. A wide range of enriching experiences
are waiting to be explored, from cultural events, artisanal shopping
experiences, an ultimate indulgence at Chanterelle - Spa by JW, to water
activities at the resort's private beachfront.
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Closed off for decades, Myanmar remains untainted by the
globalisation seen elsewhere in Asia. Travelling in Myanmar is
like travelling back in time. Hoof and muscle are used in place
of machines, and western fashion sensibilities have yet to set root.
For those looking for a ‘pure’ travel destination, Myanmar is it.
For luxury clients, Myanmar presents somewhat of a quandary. Its sheer
uniqueness and cultural intrigue is undoubtedly alluring. However, this
curiosity and enchantment is often tempered by a reluctance to forego
creature comforts. With LUXE by EXO, these worries are confidently
and assuredly laid to rest. We reveal the incredible natural and cultural
beauty of Myanmar to guests while ensuring that they are provided
with extraordinary levels of comfort along the way.
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REVIVE IN

MYANMAR
13 Days / 12 Nights
Yangon / Bagan / Inle Lake / Kalaw / Ngapali Beach

For those looking to truly escape the stress of the modern
world, Myanmar offers the ultimate opportunity to detach,
relax and revive.
Embark on a restorative getaway through the heart of Myanmar’s most
idyllic destinations. Meditation practice in Yangon, mesmerising temple
visits in Bagan, yoga and elephant encounters in Kalaw- this wellnessthemed trip is truly revitalising. Relax and reflect on it all with a few
beach days along Ngapali to wrap up this rejuvenating journey.
DAY ONE

| Yangon

DAY TWO

| Yangon
| Yangon - Bagan

DAY THREE
DAY FOUR

|

DAY FIVE

|

DAY SIX

|

DAY SEVEN

|

DAY EIGHT

|

DAY NINE

|

DAY TEN

|

DAY ELEVEN

| Kalaw - Ngapali Beach
| Ngapali Beach

DAY TWELVE

Bagan
Bagan - Inle
Inle
Inle - Elephant Camp - Kalaw
Kalaw - Yoga Retreat
Kalaw - Yoga Retreat

DAY THIRTEEN | Ngapali - Yangon Departure

SULE SHANGRI-LA, YANGON

SANCTUARY ANANDA

Conveniently located in the heart of the city, Sule Shangri-La, Yangon
is an easy 45 minutes' drive from the Yangon International Airport and
is situated near major tourist, business, and cultural districts. 474 wellappointed rooms offer outstanding views of the city and of surrounding
pagodas and river vistas.

Our luxurious all suite ship will take you in style on voyages of
breathtaking beauty and discovery on the mysterious rivers of Myanmar
(Burma). Visit temples, pagodas, palaces and monasteries along the
Irrawaddy River on a choice of cruises from Mandalay to Bagan, Bhamo
or Yangon. Journeys on its great tributary, the Chindwin, will take you
to places visitors rarely see through the jungles of the north, forgotten
villages, and ancient towns near the Indian border.

The hotel has earned a reputation for excellent food and service. Cafe Sule
offers a wide range of international cuisine, while Summer Palace serves
delicious and authentic Cantonese cuisine. The Gallery Bar is a cosy pub
with great comfort food.
For lavish celebrations or large conferences, The Myanmar Ballroom is
one of the biggest function spaces in the city. Eight additional function
rooms suit various events ranging from an intimate group of eight people
to a big group of 250 people. For recreational pursuits, the Health Club
offers fitness equipment, sauna, steam, and massage rooms.

Sanctuary Ananda is custom built by local craftsmen using traditional
materials while offering sleek contemporary luxury. Sanctuary Ananda
set sail on the Myanmar Rivers in November 2014 and offers 20 spacious
suites on three decks, the luxurious Owner's suite, a sundeck with an
outdoor pool and the Kansi panorama lounge.

KANDAWGYI PALACE

SANCTUM INLE RESORT

The moment you pass the threshold of the Kandawgyi Palace Hotel, you
will experience a unique colonial-era that is remarkably intact. Enter a
luxurious oasis amidst an evergreen tropical garden on the waterfront of
the idyllic Kandawgyi (Royal) Lake and in a blink of an eye, forget that you
are nevertheless in the middle of the lively metropolis, Yangon. Experience the famous Myanmar hospitality surrounded by traditional Golden
Teak architecture with modern conveniences of a 5-star hotel. Enjoy your
stay in our oasis, just 35 minutes from the international airport, with many
sightseeing spots, shopping centres and Yangon's business district nearby.

Sanctum Inle Resort is the first upscale hotel to come on line on the
shores of one of Myanmar's most compelling tourist destinations, the
storied Inle Lake. Boasting 94 rooms, a Shan and international cuisine
restaurant called The Refectory, the elegant Cloister Bar, a large
swimming pool overlooking the lake and The Sanctuary Spa, the Brigitte
Dumont de Chassart-designed resort celebrated its grand opening October
2016.
Two hours by air, car and boat from Yangon, Sanctum Inle Resort inspires
contemplation through its off-the-beaten-path location and architectural
flourishes that invoke monastic traditions, such as Spanish-style arches
and minimalist but modern room designs. At 120 square kilometers and
800 meters above sea level, Inle Lake is renowned for its stilted wooden
homes, floating vegetable gardens and fishermen, who propel their boats
across the water with a singular, one-legged rowing style.

THE STRAND HOTEL

HERITAGE LINE

Opened in 1901, the iconic Strand Yangon completed a full refurbishment in November 2016, with all 31 suites having been redecorated in
keeping with the Strand's legendary style and timeless elegance, while
being upgraded with the latest technology. The renovated hotel has
retained its heritage architectural details, while being given a contemporary twist. The Strand Restaurant is Yangon's premier dining outlet,
while the more informal Strand Cafe is open throughout the day for
traditional and Burmese afternoon tea. The Strand Yangon is located on
Strand Road in the heart of downtown Yangon, near the river and main
commercial and diplomatic districts.

Heritage Line is an exceptional river cruise operator crafting memorable
travel experiences. The magnificent Anawrahta, the flagship of the
collection, sails along the two major waterways of Myanmar - the
Ayeyarwady and Chindwin Rivers. Itineraries vary from two to 11 nights
and are thoughtfully curated to allow guests to enjoy a well-balanced mix
of charming local encounters, spiritual highlights and heartfelt hospitality
onboard.

The iconic Strand Yangon recently expanded its presence in South East
Asia with the launch of the Strand Cruise, a luxury boutique river cruiser
that mirrors the legendary style of its sister property and operates
a schedule of three- and four-night itineraries on the Ayeyarwady River
between the ancient cities of Bagan and Mandalay.

The British-Colonial Burmese ship transports guests back in time to
a bygone era with its unique and charismatic design. The expansive
staterooms range from 32sqm to 89sqm (for the breath-taking Royal
Suites), featuring large balconies, artistic decor, and hand crafted
furniture. The facilities onboard are state-of-the-art including a large pool
with 360-degree views, an outdoor bar, and a spa with sauna. Fine dining,
informative lectures, artisanal performances and much more, compliment
this once in a lifetime experience.
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INCREDIBLE

INDONESIA
Indonesia’s national emblem is emblazoned with the words
‘Unity in Diversity’. With 700 languages and 17,000 islands
spread across 5,000km of tropical ocean, there’s no better way
to describe it. This diversity, combined with famed hospitality,
billowing volcanoes and abundant wildlife make it an
astoundingly bewitching travel destination.
With LUXE by EXO, guests can feel confident that they are
making the most out of their trip to Indonesia. Our tours are
designed from top to bottom to not only reveal the incredible
natural and cultural wonders of this kaleidoscopic island nation,
but to do it in a way that will have them feeling lavishly at ease,
comfortable and well taken care of. Indonesia with LUXE by EXO
is, quite simply, astounding.
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BALI AND THE
EAST INDIES ON

A PHINISI
14 Days / 13 Nights
Bali / Flores / Komodo National Park

Meet one of the world’s greatest adventurers for a wholly unique
introduction to this inspiring East Indies trip. After receiving
a personal blessing in magical Ubud, sail across the Wallace
Line from Bali to Flores to discover Komodo National Park, its
dragons and marine life.
In keeping with the LUXE by EXO goal of redefining travel in our
destinations, this extraordinary journey ensures exclusive encounters,
breathtaking locales and unforgettable transport while indulging in
the unique cultural ambience and exotic natural atmosphere of this
dynamic part of Indonesia.
DAY ONE

| Arrival in Bali – Ubud

DAY TWO & THREE | Ubud
DAY FOUR

| Ubud – South Bali - Lombok

DAY FIVE

| Kramat

DAY SIX

| Satonda Island

DAY SEVEN

| Sanggeang Volcano – Gili Banta

DAY EIGHT

| Gili Lawa Laut – Rinca Island, Komodo NP

DAY NINE

| Makasar Reef – Padar, Komodo NP

DAY TEN

| Bidadari Island, Komodo NP

DAY ELEVEN

| Labuan Bajo – Bali

DAY TWELVE

| Nusa Dua – Uluwatu

DAY THIRTEEN

| Nusa Dua

DAY FOURTEEN

| Departure to Airport

AMANWANA

NIHI SUMBA

Mother Nature is allowed full reign across the 36,000 hectares of nature
reserve that make up private Moyo Island, in the coral-rich Flores Sea.
Here in this wildlife lover's paradise, Amanwana has set up camp with
20 safari tents amid the rainforest or on the shore. Low-impact and
eco-friendly, the tents are nonetheless equipped with hardwood floors
and soaring, air-conditioned canopies sheltering sumptuous daybeds,
ensuite bathrooms and net-draped kingsize beds. Visits from friendly
macaques and inquisitive deer are not uncommon, and hint at the
abundance of nature to be found further inland, or out to sea.

Nihi Sumba, ranked #1 Hotel in the World by Travel and Leisure in 2016
and 2017, located on the island of Sumba, 50 minutes flight from Bali, is
an outpost to world-class surfing, the best sport fishing in Indonesia, the
most magnificent sunset horseback rides on the resort's 2.5 km private
beach, the hiking through breath-taking waterfalls to once in a lifetime
experience at our Spa Safari.
Nihi Sumba was born of a vision to protect and preserve the unique
culture of Sumba and empower the local community to support
themselves and their families. Guests are encouraged to visit the local
villages and the many Sumba Foundation clinics, schools and communal
farms.

AMANUSA

CAPELLA UBUD, BALI

On Bali's Nusa Dua Peninsula, all that separates Amanusa's thatched
Suites and Villas from their private stretch of Indian Ocean coastline
are the fairways of Bali National Golf Club. Creating a sense of complete
seclusion, this serene swathe of green is enhanced by a design ethos
firmly rooted in Balinese heritage. From the 11th-century temple nearby
to Amanusa's paras-stone walls and old frangipani trees surrounding the
main pool, traditions and Hindu influences abound. Along with priority
access to the country's best golf course, guests can unwind at the spa, on
the tennis courts, or in a bale at the elegant Beach Club.

Inspired by the early European settlers from the 1800s, celebrated
architect Bill Bensley conceptualized this ultra-luxurious tented camp
as a tribute to their spirit of adventure amidst untouched nature.
Nestled between Ubud's rainforest, rice paddy fields and the sacred
Wos River, Capella Ubud, Bali offers 22 extravagant, individually styled
one-bedroom tented retreats, with private salt water jacuzzi pools, 2
restaurants, a camp fire, a tented gymnasium The Armory, Auriga Spa
with 3 tented treatment tents, The Officers Tent and a wide range of
enriching culinary, spiritual and cultural experiences. The unobtrusive
and highly personalized services of a dedicated Personal Assistant further
compliment your stay.

AMANKILA

ALILA PURNAMA

With sacred Mount Agung as its backdrop and unimpeded views of the
Lombok Strait, Amankila enjoys a breathtaking hilltop spot in the historic
Karangasem Regency, on Bali's east coast. References to Balinese culture
abound in the motifs inspired by the water palace at nearby Ujung; in
the paras stone decorating the stilted and thatched suites; and in the
spectacular infinity pool that cascades in three tiers down the hillside,
reminiscent of a rice paddy. Stretching from hilltop to private beach, the
property lies within reach of atmospheric temples and artisan villages.

Alila Purnama, translated as The Full Moon provides ultra-modern and
elegant accommodation for up to ten guests for both private charter and
individual suite bookings. Handcrafted in the traditional style of a Phinisi,
as used by the Bugis seafarers from south Sulawesi in Indonesia, the
46-metre-long Alila Purnama consists of three decks, 4 double deluxe
suites and 1 master suite with a private deck, large wraparound windows
offering 180-degree views of the ever-changing yet incredible landscape
as well as a lavish en-suite including a bath tub, 2 wash basins and a
separate shower room. In keeping with Alila's emphasis on style and
sustainability, the furniture throughout the ship is custom-made from teak,
rattan and other locally sourced materials from Indonesia. Alila Purnama
also has its own fully licensed PADI dive center, an array of additional
water activities, 3 speed boats, satellite WIFI and a professional crew of
18 sailing through the magnificent regions of Komodo, Alor, Banda Spice
Islands, Raja Ampat and Cendrawasih Bay.
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SINGAPORE

BORNEO

MAGICAL

MALAYSIA
Malaysia encapsulates the essence of Asia in a package as
varied as it is convenient. In addition to some of the world’s
oldest rainforests, best beaches and most celebrated cuisine,
Malaysia is also incredibly culturally diverse. It’s an off-beat
traveller’s paradise fusing Asia’s best attributes with first-rate
amenities and infrastructure.
LUXE in Malaysia is defined by cultural marvels, natural wonders,
off-piste encounters and luxurious retreats. Through its cornucopia
of exotic offerings, Malaysia is able to accommodate any and all
interests, imaginative itineraries and luxurious travel styles.
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LUXURY

SABAH
12 Days / 11 Nights
Sandakan / Kinabatngan River / Tabin / Danum Valley /
Kota Kinabalu / Bunga Raya

From vibrant waterways to jungles teeming with wildlife,
explore the natural wonders of Malaysia. After a visit through
historic Sandakan, journey along the Kinabatangan River
and into the Danum Valley where incredible ecosystems
await. Following the adventure, enjoy a helicopter tour of Mt.
Kinabalu before relaxing on tropical Gaya Island.
This breathtaking 12-day journey combines the best of Malaysia’s exotic
wildlife and complex ecosystems with plenty of relaxing moments
along the way. Luxury experiences and inimitable encounters are
infused into every corner of this itinerary, making it ideal for LUXE
clients seeking an unforgettable Malaysian experience.
DAY ONE

| Arrival, Sandakan

DAY TWO

| Sandakan to Kinabatangan River

DAY THREE

| Kinabatangan River

DAY FOUR

| Kinabatangan River to Tabin Wildlife

DAY FIVE

| Tabin Wildlife Reserve

DAY SIX

| Tabin to Danum Valley

DAY SEVEN

| Danum Valley

DAY EIGHT

| Danum Valley to Kota Kinabalu

DAY NINE

| Mount Kinabalu Aerial

DAY TEN

| Bunga Raya

DAY ELEVEN | Bunga Raya
DAY TWELVE | Depart

THE BANJARAN HOTSPRINGS RETREAT
The Banjaran Hotsprings Retreat is a luxury resort nestled in a 16.19acre valley cradled by lush tropical rainforest, geothermal hot springs
and 260-million year old Paleozoic limestone hills, located just two
hours from Kuala Lumpur. The Banjaran features 25 luxurious Garden
and Water Villas; and 20 Lake Villas to be unveiled in the third quarter
of 2017, which provide the ultimate relaxation and rejuvenation getaway
coupled with a 5-star spa and wellness centre offering authentic Asian
holistic wellness and spa treatments inspired by Malay, Chinese and
Indian cultures. This destination also boasts a host of unique features
including a Thermal Steam Cave, Meditation Cave, Crystal Cave,
geothermal hot springs dipping pools, ice bath, Garra Rufa Doctor Fish
Pool, swimming pool with naturally heated water from the hot springs, a
fitness centre and an ethereal wine cellar built into a magnificent cave
chamber.

BUNGA RAYA ISLAND RESORT AND SPA
Unwind in tropical paradise at Bungaraya Island Resort, a luxury getaway
perched on the hillsides of Polish Bay on Gaya Island off the coast of
Sabah, Malaysia Borneo. Cocooned in pristine rainforest, this awardwinning, secluded resort features 48 timber villas in traditional Bornean
architecture overlooking a beautiful, white-sand beach. Like the alluring
hibiscus flower that bears its name, the resort astounds at every turn
whether you're lazing on the beach, relaxing at the hilltop spa, sampling
local and international cuisine or savouring a tipple at the renowned
underground wine cellar.
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CULTURAL

JAPAN
Travellers to Japan invariably notice the cultural fixation
on perfection. It saturates everything from sushi and
transportation all the way to the symmetry of Mt. Fuji and
the timelessness of Kyoto. Travelling in Japan is a powerfully
evocative experience beckoning visitors to imagine a world
without flaws.
Guests with LUXE by EXO are treated to the best of the best
while experiencing the magic of Japan. Whether it’s a cathartic
onsen experience, an eclectic tour of Tokyo’s urban wonders or an
exclusive cultural performance, we see to it that Japan’s perfection
is revealed in a way that feels both unquestionably authentic and
comfortingly personal.
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INDULGE IN

JAPAN
9 Days / 8 Nights
Tokyo / Kamakura / Hakone / Matsumoto / Kyoto / Nara

Japan is an inspiring, dynamic destination that entices travellers
to return again and again. Experience the country’s evocative
culture, alluring attractions and legendary hospitality on an
unforgettable luxury holiday.
Travel from vibrant Tokyo to charming Kyoto, crossing through
magnificent mountain landscapes on the way. Discover a land
where tradition and modernity go hand-in-hand while indulging
in private tours, world-class cuisine and stylish hotels.
DAY ONE
DAY TWO

| Arrival in Tokyo
| Tokyo

DAY THREE |
DAY FOUR

|

DAY FIVE

|

Tokyo - Kamakura
Hakone/Mt.Fuji
Hakone/Mt. Fuju

Hakone - Matsumoto
| Matsumoto - Kyoto
DAY SEVEN | Kyoto and Nara
DAY SIX

DAY EIGHT

| Kyoto

DAY NINE

| Departure from Kyoto

AMAN TOKYO
Located in the prestigious financial district of Otemachi adjacent
to the 3,600-square-metre Otemachi Forest, Aman Tokyo presents
84 contemporary guestrooms and suites with panoramic city views.
Occupying the top six floors of the Otemachi Tower, the hotel offers
scenic vistas of the Imperial Palace Gardens, Tokyo Skytree and other
notable landmarks, as well as easy access to all points of interest in the
city including the atmospheric Senso-ji Temple and the renowned Ginza
shopping district. Aman Tokyo's wellness facilities cover almost 2,500
square metres across two floors, and include an Aman Spa with eight
treatment rooms, a gym, a yoga/Pilates studio and a 30-metre swimming
pool with expansive city views. A peaceful inner garden and several finedining venues, including the Restaurant by Aman, serving seasonal dishes
from Japan and around the world, and the Cafe by Aman, specialising in
Mediterranean-inspired fare, complete the elevated sanctuary.

AMANEMU
Set in Ise Shima National Park, Amanemu (peaceful joy) is perched on the
shores of Ago Bay, known as the Bay of Pearls. Lying south of Tokyo, the
resort borders ancient pilgrimage routes winding through nearby forests,
with Japan's most sacred Shinto shrines within reach.
Amanemu embraces a classic Japanese aesthetic, giving the resort the
feel of an exclusive sanctuary at one with nature. The ancient Japanese
tradition of onsen is ever-present, and the Aman Spa is an integral part of
the resort. A gym, yoga pavilion and Pilates studio round out the facilities.
The benefits of onsen can also be enjoyed in each of Amanemu's 24 suites,
and in its four two-bedroom Villas. Each features a private plunge-bath
supplied with water drawn from the same natural hot springs as the Aman
Spa. Situated in a region renowned for its gourmet heritage, Amanemu
presents two restaurants celebrating this local abundance.

CONRAD TOKYO
Conrad Tokyo, conveniently connected to Tokyo's airports, metro and train
networks, lies within walking distance of Ginza, a world-famous shopping
and cultural district, and offers strategic access to some of Tokyo's major
business locations and tourist attractions.
Consistently voted as among Tokyo's finest hotels, the Conrad Tokyo
has achieved the highest Michelin award for hotel comfort. Relax with
intuitive, inspiring service while taking in captivating vistas of Tokyo Bay
and Hamarikyu Gardens.
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CHINA
China represents an intersection where past, present and
future meet. With one foot deeply rooted in an ancient and
storied past, and the other lunging into the future, no other
country on earth boasts more dramatic contrasts. From the
historical wonders of Xi’an and the Great Wall to the natural
wonders of the Rainbow Mountains and the urban delights
of Shanghai, China is a vast and varied nation offering
something special for everyone.
Shaped like a rooster, China is the world’s third largest nation.
With this vast size comes an equally vast range of landscapes.
From the arid, other-worldly Gobi Desert and the tallest mountains
on earth in the Himalayas to the lushness of the southern Yunnan
Province that inspired the legend of Shangri-La, China offers
superlative splendour.

CHINA IN
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STYLE
17 Days / 16 Nights
Beijing / Mutianyu Great Wall / Xi’an / Lijaing / Lhasa / Chengdu

Experience the magic of China and Tibet in style. Gain
exclusive access to famous villages, soar above UNESCO
World Heritage sites by helicopter and connect with local
culture in ways that few can. Combined with stylish hotels
and unforgettable dining, LUXE by EXO reveals the very
best of China on this incredible journey to its highlights.
From the Great Wall of China and the Summer Palace to the
famed Terracotta Warriors of Xi’an, uncover the rich historical
marvels. Then, experience the vast natural beauty of China from its
roof in Lijiang and Tibet before visiting the jade-green mountains
of Chengdu for an up-close look at China’s most iconic animal: the
giant panda.
DAY ONE

| Beijing Arrival

DAY TWO

| Beijing

DAY THREE

| Beijing - Summer Palace

DAY FOUR

| Beijing - Great Wall (Mutianyu)

DAY FIVE

| Great Wall Mutianyu - Badaling - Summer Palace

DAY SIX

| Summer Palace - Beijing - Xi’an

DAY SEVEN - EIGHT

| Xi’an

DAY NINE

| Xi’an - Lijiang (Altitude Of 2500m)

DAY TEN

| Lijiang

DAY ELEVEN

| Lijiang - Lhasa (Altitude Of 3700 Meters)

DAY TWELVE - THIRTEEN | Lhasa
DAY FOURTEEN

| Lhasa / Chengdu

DAY FIFTEEN

| Chengdu / Emeishan

DAY SIXTEEN

| Emeishan / Leshan / Chengdu

DAY SEVENTEEN

| Chengdu Departure

AMAN SUMMER PALACE
Beijing is a kaleidoscope of Old and New China, and one of its most
famous destinations is the historic Summer Palace. Just outside this
UNESCO World Heritage site lies Aman Summer Palace, a peaceful
retreat from which to explore the many exciting faces of China's capital.
The resort is housed in a series of graceful dwellings, designed in the
traditional Chinese style around a number of courtyards, presenting
51 guestrooms and suites, and offers an extensive selection of dining
options. The Chinese Restaurant serves Peking duck, imperial dishes,
Sichuan cuisine and Cantonese cuisine across three dining rooms and six
private dining spaces. The Grill specialises in grilled-to-order meat and
seafood; a Japanese venue serves sushi and sashimi.
Housed in a unique underground recreational facility is the resort's
expansive Aman Spa. Its facilities include a gym, Pilates studio, two
squash courts, a juice bar and a 25-metre heated lap pool.
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EXPERIENCE

Unsurpassed

LUXE by EXO provides distinguished journeys for
distinguished guests. Wherever possible, special touches
and opportunities are arranged to ensure that star treatment
and privileged access is granted.

SERVICE

Elevated

In recognition of luxury travel’s unique demands, each booking
is carefully handled by a dedicated LUXE team member.
LUXE specialists are trained specifically for the task of
exceeding expectations by anticipating guests’ needs, delivering
seamless experiences that leave them ‘wowed’ every step of the
way and redefining what is possible while travelling in Asia.
This individualised service and incredible attention to detail ensures
that guests of LUXE by EXO are provided with levels of service that
go far beyond ordinary. The result is transcendent journeys without
compromise that are meticulously planned, expertly guided, and
diligently overseen. It is the incredible service that EXO is known
for… elevated!

This star treatment is attained in many ways. Whether it’s a one
on one sushi-making lesson with Japan’s most acclaimed chef,
a private dinner with one of the world’s foremost experts and
explorers of Indonesia or exclusive access to a privatised island, we
make sure that guests are provided with uncommon opportunities
to enjoy the magic of our destinations.
The end goal of each LUXE by EXO tour is that the experience our
guests have is unsurpassed in every possible way. From the smallest
elements to the overarching itineraries, every aspect of our tours is
met with uncommon diligence and precise attention to detail to see
to it that this goal is met.

To learn more about the exciting products we have to offer, be sure to check out our Proguide
brochure which highlights our classic EXO products, our Events brochure which showcases
our MICE activities, and our Adventure brochure which is all about off-the-beaten-path travel.
Either ask your sales manager to send you a hard copy or, more conveniently, check it out on
our website.

